2015-2017 Top 10 Invitational
Victory in the Pacific

John Pack (IJN; Bid 7.5) vs. Ed Paule (USN)
Adjustments 1a (I-Boat Arrival) and 2b (Individual CPO Withdrawal) are in effect
Ed Paule wrote the principle commentary. Other comments are shown by player. The post-move, pre-battle map is show before the comments
for each turn.
Turn 1
IJN Comment: The air raids are perfect for the IJN – sinking every battleship and cruiser, both British and American, and even putting a ding on the
7th Air Force. Ed will be in the hole with just two BB for the entire USN on Turn Two.
Turn 2

Turn 2 move: After losing all 10 ships at Pearl, my fleet is extra weak. Priority #1 is to prevent the knock-out. Thus, all three LBA go to the
Mandate. Priority #2 is fleet preservation, so I don't patrol Coral Sea as I may have to abandon that area. No sense in having any cruisers get sunk
unnecessarily. Priority #3 is base preservation. I move my raiders to try and save Lae and Dutch Harbor (as well as Attu). I expect to win one area
(probably the Aleutians) and have a good chance to win both. Looking ahead to turn 3, my reinforcements will be trapped at Pearl, so my fleet will
be extra weak still, in order to improve my chances on turn 3, I'll use the British this turn to try and sink some IJN LBA.
Turn 2 aftermath: Rats! Sasebo gets through to Dutch Harbor. I was hoping to save DH and Lae; but if I was only going to get one, then Lae is the
preferred choice - so that's good. On the other hand, I lost two carriers. I was hoping to only lose one. But at least I got the exchange - as John's
heavily armored deck in SPO had a good chance to escape - but didn't. With DH lost and my fleet so weak, I have to abandon the NE corner. I base
a single BB at Attu to be annoying - and base almost everything else in Samoa.
IJN Comments: When Ed wisely takes the conservative placement of all three Allied LBA defending in the USM, I switch to a Pearl-Emphasis attack
with a strong flag-defense perimeter and tiny diversion in the Coral Sea. Ed naturally evades a big fight (a choice I’m loathe to give the USN).
However, I’m very happy with Ed’s response. Besides the flags in two Allied Home Areas, the lack of patrollers means I’ll face no uncomfortable
flags next turn while trying to convert Pearl. Better still, I get all the important bases except Lae and the NE corner – easily dealt with on future
turns. Best of all, I expect to sink three US carriers and 1-2 British CVLs against this response.
However, it is in this last indicator where the turn heads South – only two USN carriers are sunk (the bare minimum for IJN success), none of the
survivors are damaged, and no British CVL are sunk at all while they shoot down two of my LBA. That makes my air assets much tighter next turn
than I’d like. USN surface losses are also very low (just one CA in the Marshalls). However, I do get one unexpected gift – my NLF in the Aleutians
sneeks through and takes Dutch Harbor, the most important NE base.
Turn 3

Turn 3 move: John will be making maximum effort this turn to capture Pearl. But with Lae still under my control, John can't abandon Indonesia like
is often done in other games. This combined with his reduced LBA corps means the middle of board ought to be John's weak spot. So I patrol both
SPO and the Marshalls with cruisers. With two CVs lost last turn, I need to be very cautious with my CVs this turn - no unnecessary risks. I sail both
Marines in Hawaii - as the threat of pure day and my 6 LBA will force John to strengthen that area or risk failing to convert Pearl - which should
leave the middle weak. I leave the BBs in port - as this gives them the best chance to survive - as I hope to remove most of his carriers with my
LBA. I also decide to abandon the POC game and let it run up to 29 - this allows John to capture New Caledonia deep inside my home area.
Turn 3 aftermath: A really good turn for me. I lose no carriers. I score great attrition against John's exposed fleet. I score great attrition against
John's carriers. I flag SPO - which will improve my chances of stopping John's assault on Lae and Guadalcanal next turn. And all three BBs escape
Pearl (two of them badly damaged). Believe it or not, the turn was almost even better... On round 1 in Hawaii, my good shooting removed 4 of
John's carriers whilst his poor shooting only sank one of my LBA. I now had a good chance to save Pearl, but the dice reversed themselves on
round 2 and John won the battle easily after that.
IJN Comments: Unlike many IJN players, I don’t like giving up Indonesia on Turn 3 – even though two British CVL will withdraw at the end of the
turn. I prefer to fight and see the withdrawals finish off British air power for the rest of the game! But with reduced LBA, that will leave my air
power weak everywhere else except for the Pearl conversion. However, since the USN surface fleet is so damaged, I can spare some of my heavy
hitters to take down patrollers that Ed puts in SPO and the Marshalls.
The final arrangement of LBA even gives me one more option – a small strike force in the US Mandate to force a fight and earn additional USN CV
losses. I even risk the I-Boat on the SPO denial – in the hopes of sinking Hornet.
The results for me are poor, however. I save Indonesia and end the 027 threat, but Hermes escapes to keep a tiny air threat in the West. In the
Hawaiians, only the day followed by night on the first round saves me. I don’t shoot down a single LBA on the first round while Ed removes four
flattops. The night round allows me to dispatch the Marines easily. However, over the course of the turn, my chances at USN CV all fail – while the
USN sinks five (half) of my carrier fleet. The CV attrition indicator has gone from a warning yellow to dangerous red!
While my surface units save a flag and a hot zone in the Marshalls, I get nothing for my investment in the SPO at all – and lose all of my assets to
boot. Failing to air raid any of the BB in Pearl Harbor means this turn is solidly in the USN surface attrition column too. The saving graces are the
solid book ends of the Applebaum line in the Hawaiians and Indonesia and the easy end of the NE corner. The only worrisome bases now are Lae
and Guadalcanal. POC rings the bell.
Turn 4

Turn 4 move: I now have a decent fleet. But it's still not strong enough to face the IJN fleet head-on. So I will have to rely on a suicide CV in SPO. I
expect to save Guadalcanal - and I hope to save Lae too. If I can save Lae, then I'll be in a great position going forward. I patrol the Marshalls and
the Marianas. With John fixated on SPO, I should have the opportunity to flag these areas - which will make maneuvering difficult for John on turn
5.
Turn 4 aftermath: Ouch! John gets the 16% chance of pure night in SPO. "Remember the Wasp!" becomes the battle cry for turn 5. On the bright
side, the I-Boat misses again which leaves me with enough air power to threaten John's perimeter line somewhere on turn 5. Otherwise John
would be in the driver's seat with a Full Applebaum.
IJN Comments: My principle objectives are CV attrition and those last two bases. As a result, my main attack force is in SPO. The only problem
there is that USN flag from last turn. I leave cruisers in the backfield to rack up POC and draw USN responses while I work on the perimeter. The
single LBA in the USM means I’ll take one more risk on the offensive – and force a USN response with the Kaga, my one remaining CV capable of
reasonably handling an LBA on its own. I use just one LBA in the Hawaiians – hoping for a USN attack that might result in CV attrition.
The Hawaiians gambit doesn’t draw Ed in – but it wins POC and locks down that edge of the perimeter, so I’m OK with that too. The rest of my LBA
lock down Indonesia and help in SPO. It’s sad but my fleet alone is already insufficient to guarantee its main mission. Fortunately, I finally finish off
Hermes.
Ed flags the Marshalls – which I had no choice but to leave weak. My attack into the US Mandate produces a night – and crippling IJN casualties as I
lose most of the cruisers and carrier for naught. I take more surface attrition in the Marianas and Central Pacific.
The SPO is really the bright spot as I win night action on the first round against the flag, taking both bases, and annihilate Wasp. In terms of bases
and ports, this game is really going my way. Only the CV attrition is still bad (though the surface attrition is now getting closer to even).
The New Caledonian garrison is unable to exert control over the Coral Sea.
Turn 5

Turn 5 move: My fleet is now on par with John's fleet; but I still don't want to face his fleet if I've got any other viable option. John bases his whole
fleet in Truk. So he can't augment his 2 LBA in Hawaii. To poke a hole in his perimeter, I've got two choices - Marshalls or Hawaii. My flag in the
Marshalls means I should get to attack with all my carriers before the I-Boat gets a chance to remove one and I'd be able to grab Kwajalein as a
consolation prize should I fail. But having Kwaj is of little use if John flags the area. If I need to shoot down 2 LBA to make it be useful, then I'd
rather do it in Hawaii - where the rewards for success are so much higher. Meanwhile, I was very tempted to put a marine unit in Indonesia to try
and sneak into the Philippines at night. But the very low odds of that being successful combined with the possibility of failing in Hawaii would
mean game over with John having the Full Applebaum - so I elect to use that marine to capture Guadalcanal - and give myself a fighting chance
going forward should things in Hawaii go badly.
Turn 5 aftermath: I get day action and splash both LBA in Hawaii on the first pass. Sweet! The pendulum has swung back squarely in my favor.
IJN Comments: I show the score as 8 to 6 to move the score down to 27. The POC is another miscalculation on my part – along with the misbasing
of the CA and CV. That was a very unusual set of turns.
I’ll have to do much better from here on out to have any hope with that bid. I think you may be right that the difference in the game may be the
zero-result I-Boat. Interesting how much of a difference it makes. Of course, we’ve all been in games where it hits every turn too.
I err greatly in trying to push my surface fleet in SPO to the maximum by not patrolling NPO, CPO, and the Japanese Islands (for a secondary
perimeter if nothing else). With four CV available, the USN will break the perimeter in one place. I should have given into the inevitability rather
than trying to win the entire Applebaum.
Zuikaku and Soryu should have been based in Japan at the end of the last turn – which would have let me put them anywhere on the perimeter.
Instead, they’re blocked out of the Hawaiians. If I’d had my druthers, Soryu would have raided in the Hawaiians while the I-Boat backed up the
weaker Marshalls.
As it is, the USN handily wins in the Hawaiians while losing only one CV. Again, the attrition is my Achilles Heel me – and that leaves two USN CV
based at Johnston with interior raiding lanes for next turn. D’oh!
Turn 6

Turn 6 move: John puts out only two cruisers in his patrol move, which telegraphs his LBA and raider placements. The only questions are where he
puts his SNFLs, and whether or not Nagato and Musashi make their speed rolls. I use CVLs to patrol the Marshalls - as I'll need every available
surface ship in CPO should I decide to go there. When John puts one of his SNFLs in CPO (I was expecting them to both go to Indo), my mind is
made up - to avoid the potential debacle in CPO and go for Lae and/or raiding lanes to Japan from Guadalcanal via Indo or the Marianas.
Turn 6 results: Fortune smiles on the USN again as I secure both Lae and a raiding lane through the Marianas.
IJN Comments: This move looks much more like a Turn 7 than a Turn 6 – testifying to how badly I planned my Turn 5 move. I spread my LBA in a
last-ditch chance to get those crucial starting CV and hope to beat them one-on-one. As Ed’s comments show, both of my NLF should have been in
Indonesia. I win the Indo one-on-one but I lose completely, with no attrition, in the Marianas – setting up a total disaster for the IJN. I’m now a far
cry from the advantage I held at the end of Turn 4. Ed has made a true comeback – using his attrition edge and contingency planning to full
advantage!
Turn 7

Turn 7 move: On turn 6, I had raided a couple CVs into the Northeast corner so as to put a little pressure on Japan should I fail to decontrol the
Marianas. But with the raiding lane successfully opened, I base them in Samoa - as I expect them to be needed in Indonesia.
John needs a miracle (or two) to get back in this game. I have 3 CVs and 2 CVLs that can reach Japan. I anticipate John will put 3 of his 5 LBA in
Japan so as to have a decent chance of flagging the area should I raid there. I expect John to then put his other 2 LBA and most of his fleet in Indo where the 42% chance of pure night will allow his SNFLs to disable my LBA. Finally, I look for John to send out a few BBs on POC stealing missions
(as flagging Japan & Indo this turn and flagging Japan next turn will still leave him 3 POC short of victory).
So I was pleasantly surprised to see him deploy his fleet in reverse (Japan instead of Indo). I'll have a 97% chance of removing both of his SNFLs and
thereby force his LBA to have to shoot down my LBA. Even if I lose the battle, I'll have my fleet based in the Philippines and be in a great position
for turn 8. It would appear that John's only hope is to have my dice go cold and thereby win the battle AND have a large contingent of LBA
available for turn 8. [IJN: Ed correct perceives what I view as my only hope this turn. Ed surface edge – combined with the British in Indo – made a
surface fight there undesirable.]
Turn 7 results: Neither side has cold dice and on round 6, my last LBA and John's last LBA mutually annihilate each other. Comincpac is prepared to
accept Yamamoto's sword at any time.
Final thoughts: It was great game. It was much closer than the final tally shows. The key to victory was my ability to win the battle in Hawaii on
turn 5. And the key to my being able to do that was the complete ineptitude of the I-Boat. If the I-Boat had had average results, I would have had
less air power available on turn 5 with which to attempt to dislodge those two LBA. If John had managed a complete perimeter of flags (Indo-SPOMarshalls-Hawaii) on turn 5, He would have been in the driver's seat cruising to the finish line instead of me.
IJN Comment: I came close to prevailing in Indo – but it would have been a pyrrhic victory to emerge with just one LBA. That would have left me
with no way to win the Japanese Islands and find 3 more POC on the last turn. I have to have a huge win in Indo this turn and didn’t come
anywhere close to that. Congratulations on a masterful comeback, Ed!

